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Greetings, Sports IG members,
I hope you’re enjoying the holidays! I 

look forward to working with all of you 
as we expand our group 
and promote research, 
teaching, and inquiry in 
sport communication. 
I always welcome your 
ideas and suggestions, 
and encourage you to 
be engaged and active. 
We come from diverse 
disciplines and universi-

ties, which reinforces this evolving aca-
demic field and its infinite possibilities. 

In the next year I seek to expand 
membership, first and foremost. Please 
tell all your colleagues to join! We 
especially want to promote the group 
among graduate students. I would also 
like to do more outreach with divisions 
and commissions. It is important to 
be collegial and collaborative, and our 
future programming for the 2012 Chi-
cago conference reflects this. We share 
members from many other groups 

and divisions, so I hope we can create 
even more liaisons and partnerships. 
I would like to promote diversity re-
search and an environment of inclusion 
that embraces differences. Additionally, 
it is important to further expand social 
media and networking opportunities as 
former Sports IG head Scott Reinardy 
proposed in our last business meeting. 
These include a database where we can 
share sports media materials, teaching 
resources, and research, as well as a 
Facebook page used to connect current 
members and recruit new ones. 

Vice-head Brad Schultz and I recently 
attended the AEJMC Council of Divisions 
business meeting and chip auction. I’d 
like to fill you in on programming ses-
sions for AEJMC’s centennial celebra-
tion. I’d like to thank Brad for his help 
in securing provocative and compelling 
content. We worked together to bring 
you a mix of topics, collaborations and 
opportunities. Here’s what to look for 
next year!

Looking forward to 2012

Chair 
Pamela Laucella 
Sports Interest 

Group

APSE’ s Day of Diversity features Vick, students

Continued on page 2

Following his arrest on dog fighting 
charges, NFL quarterback Michael Vick 
generated much animated and provoca-
tive coverage. 

The passionate conversation continued 
in November as the Associated Press 
Sports Editors held its fourth annual 
“Day of Diversity” at Hampton Univer-
sity with Michael Vick as the meeting’s 
central theme through which the partici-
pants discussed sports journalism prac-

tices. 
Originated by current Knoxville News-

Sentinel sports editor Phil Kaplan, the 
Day of Diversity is designed to connect 
sports journalists with minority students 
and provide them with training and net-
working opportunities. 

Kaplan said this year’s meeting was es-
pecially engaging for the students.

Continued on page 2

PF & R Chair 
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We will have two paper research sessions and one 
scholar-to-scholar session. We kept that the same 
as last year. 

We will have one pre-conference teaching panel 
called, “Twitter Dee and Twitter Dumb: Teaching 
Social Media in the Sports Environment.” Max Utsler 
proposed this and will take the lead on it.

As far as research panels and PF&R sessions, we 
will collaborate with the Electronic News Division on 
a panel entitled, “Sporting News: Reporting on Cri-
ses in Collegiate Sports.” It will discuss key issues 
and current scandals and trends. It will also offer a 
paper call for Electronic News, the official journal of 
the Electronic News Division. Accepted panelists will 
be published in a special edition of the journal that 
will focus on crises reporting in collegiate sports. 

Since it is AEJMC’s centennial, I proposed two 
anniversary panels, which we will co-sponsor with 
Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) and 
Minorities and Communication (MAC), respectively. 
The first is called, “Title IX: Forty Years of Progress 
and Potential.” It will discuss key scholars’ original 
research on Title IX, its historical precedent, current 
status and future opportunities. I have asked Marie 
Hardin, Andy Billings, and Welch Suggs to partici-
pate. 

We will also have an anniversary panel to cele-

brate a sports pioneer, who is celebrated for inte-
grating baseball and propelling change in American 
society. “The 65th Anniversary of Jackie Robinson: 
A Celebration of Integration and the Potential for 
Equity” will discuss Robinson’s legacy, impact on the 
black community, and the unfinished business of 
equal opportunities for minorities in baseball. I have 
asked Brian Carroll, Chris Lamb, and James Rada to 
participate. 

In PF&R sessions, we will co-sponsor a session 
with Entertainment Studies Interest Group (ESIG) 
called, “Crossing the Line: Exactly How Much Do We 
Need to Know about Athletes’ Private Lives.” We will 
have more on this and all of these sessions as they 
develop. 

As a reminder, the conference will change from 
Wednesday-Saturday to Thursday-Sunday sessions. 
In the future, I’ll send out a call for volunteers to 
help with the graduate student lunch during the 
conference. Kelly Poniatowski, who heads up ESIG 
and serves Sports IG in teaching, came up with the 
idea. I think it’s an important opportunity to help 
graduate students with networking, career sugges-
tions and mentoring. 

I hope all of you have a wonderful holiday season! 
I look forward to working with you in 2012 and wel-
come all your input! Talk to you soon.
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“There was a lot of passion because when the 
subject was how Michael Vick was treated as an 
African American by a predominantly white me-
dia you could tell the students wanted to give 
their response and to say what they really felt,” 
he said. “It was a great opportunity for discus-
sion.”

Students met with myriad sports journalists, 
including ESPN’s Jemelle Hill, the Richmond 
Times Dispatch sports editor Steve Trosky, Daily 
Press (Newport News, Va.) sports editor Andi 
Petrini and The Washington Post’s editor for 
strategic projects, Emilio Garcia-Ruiz among 
others. The Sports Communication Interest 
Group’s Vice Chair Pam Laucella also joined the 
session to present on her research evaluating 

coverage of Vick during his legal issues. 
 After hearing from those who covered Vick 

from his high school days through his profes-
sional career, students created stories using the 
information they were given during the ses-
sions. The editors and reporters in attendance 
then offered critiques. 

The Day of Diversity is just one of several 
sports industry programs partnering with aca-
demic institutions. The Sports Journalism In-
stitute – which brought APSE’s Day of Diversity 
under its umbrella in 2010 – provides opportu-
nities for undergraduate women and minorities 
to participate in a sports journalism “boot 

Whiteside: Day of Diversity
Continued from page 1
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Just a short year ago, the research division of 
SIG was preparing for its inaugural conference.  As 
we chartered new territory, Bob Trumpbour and I 
were unsure of many things, but we never doubted 
the overall success of our group.  As a new interest 
group, we had no way of gauging how many paper 
entries we would have, or if we would have 
enough reviewers.  We were pleasantly 
surprised on both accounts.  Overall, there 
were 38 submissions (24 faculty papers, 
and 14 student papers) with 19 acceptances 
for a 50% acceptance rate.  Feedback from 
AEJMC headquarters was extremely positive 
making for an outstanding first year.  As for 
reviewers, because so many of you were willing to 
serve, on average each reviewer was assigned two 
papers.  With your help, we can repeat that same 
review load this year.

SIG’s panel presentations provided stiff 
competition for established divisions.  Each session 
was well attended with an average of 20-30 
people present.  Our three main scholar to scholar 
research presentations (Marketing, Branding, and 
Image Building; Gender, Race, Ethics, and Sports; 
and Sports in the Digital Age), included a variety 
of subject matters ranging from Kathleen O’Toole’s 
historical study on “John L. Griffith and the 
Commercialization of College Football Broadcasts 
in the Depression Era,” to Ashley Furrows study on 
“Gender and Racial Source Bias in Sports Illustrated 
Kid, 2000-2009,” to a study on “Baseball’s digital 
disconnect: Trust, Media Credentialing, and the 
Independent Blogger” by Avery Holton.  As a means 
to attract attention and encourage interactivity, SIG 
collaborated with other areas within AEJMC.  These 
groups included: Mass Communication and Society, 

Public Relations, and Entertainment Studies.  We 
plan to continue reaching out to other divisions and 
groups in the future. 

The group’s executive board decided to establish 
research award categories like Top Student Paper, 
which was awarded to Jacob Ditter’s paper titled 

“The Ochocino Brand: Social Media’s Impact 
on the NFL’s Institutional Control,” and 
Top Faculty Paper, which was awarded to 
“Ambivalence on the Front Lines?  Attitudes 
Toward Title IX and Women’s Sports among 
Division I Sports Information Directors” by 
Erin Whiteside, Marie Hardin, and Erin Ash.
Sadly, Bob Trumpbour decided not to run for 

Research Chair at the St. Louis Convention.  I’d like 
to personally thank Bob for all of his hard work and 
guidance during our first official year.  His years 
of experience with AEJMC’s research process were 
extremely valuable and provided the group with 
much appreciated insight. I am, however, happy 
to announce that Paul Husselbee was elected as 
co-research chair, and I look forward to working 
with him.  Paul has already begun helping by 
recruiting reviewers for the Chicago conference. I’m 
confident that with Paul’s help, we can continue our 
successful and stimulating research presentations 
at the Chicago conference.  

A side-note regarding the upcoming conference - 
this year’s call for papers encourages submissions 
of original research that focuses on any aspect 
of sports.  A broad spectrum of approaches is 
accepted.  I encourage you to submit and be part of 
AEJMC’s 100th anniversary in Chicago.  As always, 
please contact me if you have any questions.  
Here’s to another stimulating research filled year!
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camp,” through Poynter at the University of Mis-
souri. Students must apply to participate, and 
are then placed in individual internships follow-
ing completion of the program. 

The Association for Women in Sports Media 
also has an internship program in which it funds 
aspiring female sports media professionals to 
intern at various media outlets and sports orga-
nizations, including Sports Illustrated, espn.com 
and mlb.com. 

AWSM also recently partnered with The Na-
tional Sports Journalism Center in March to host 
a special session on women in sports media. 
Laucella moderated the panel which included 
APSE President Michael Anastasi, USA today col-
umnist Christine Brennan, the National Sports-
casters and Sportswriters Association executive 
director Dave Gorren, Sports Illustrated’s Ann 
Killion and ESPN’s Shelley Smith. 

Whiteside: Day of Diversity
Continued from page 2

Research Chair 
Mary Lou Sheffer
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Sports IG: 2011-2012 Officers

Members of the second set of sports interest group officers were elected at this year’s AEJMC confer-
ence. In addition to some returning faces, such as Pam Laucella, Paul Husselbee, Mary Lou Sheffer and 
Kelly Poniatowski, a number of new officers will help continue the solid work started in 2011. In this vein, 
we’d also like to extend a sincere thanks to outgoing officers such as Scott Reinardy, Marie Hardin, Bob 
Trumpbour, Mike Mitrook and Trayce Billingsly, all of whom helped get this group running in the most posi-
tive direction.

Chair:
Pam Laucella (Indiana, plaucell@insiana.edu) is an assistant professor of sports journalism 
at IUPUI who also serves as the academic director of the National Sports Journalism Center. 
She has taught classes in journalism, communication and sports communication. Laucella’s 
research analyzes socio-cultural-historical issues in sport, specifically media portrayals of 
race and gender, and she helped launch the sports journalism programs at Indiana Univer-
sity.

Vice Chair:
Brad Schultz (Ole Miss, bschultz@olemiss.edu) joins this year’s list of officers with a 
background in television news and sports broadcasting. He has written four textbooks and 
numerous journal articles related to sports broadcasting and technology in journalism. In 
addition to founding the Journal of Sports Media, he has also produced a documentary, Rebel 
Rewind: Where are they now?

Teaching: 
Kelly Poniatowski (Elizabethtown, poniatowskik@etown.edu) brings a wealth of sports in-
dustry experience to her position as assistant professor of communications at Elizabethtown 
College. After working in customer service and ticketing for numerous professional sports 
teams such as the Pittsburgh Pirates and Washington Capitals, she turned her interest to re-
searching gender and race in sports. She’s particularly interested in commentator portrayals 

of the athletes in men’s and women’s Olympic hockey.

Thomas “T.C.” Corrigan (Penn State, tfcpsu@gmail.com) is a doctoral candidate at Penn 
State University currently wrapping up his dissertation about the political economy of and 
practices related to networked sports blogging. His primary research interests are in political 
economy, sports media, new media, and digital newswork and blogwork. He is set to begin 
teaching at Temple University in spring, 2012.

Research:
Mary Lou Sheffer (Southern Mississippi, mary.sheffer@usm.edu) serves as the Broadcast 
Journalism Sequence Head at the University of Southern Mississippi. She has published in 
numerous journals on topics related to sports media, social media, media management, 
and new technology in established news mediums. Her primary goals for the SIG includ-
ing stimulating and encouraging sports research and highlighting how sports influences and 
touches many disciplines.

Paul Husselbee (Southern Utah, husselbee@suu.edu) has spent the previous decade 
teaching journalism, ethics and media research methods at Sourth Utah University. He is a 
former beat writer for teams such as the Pittsburgh Pirates and Penn State football, and has 
written for newspapers in numerous states including Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio and Texas. His time in the field included reporting and various editing position.

PF&R:
Erin Whiteside (Tennessee, ewhites2@utk.edu) is in her second year at Tennessee where 
she teaches classes in sports journalism and diversity in media. She has published in numer-
ous journals and is particularly interested in diversity and ethics in the sports media work-



place. Using a feminist approach, Whiteside examines the relationship between sports media and culture. 
She brings a strong professional background to her academic work, having held positions with Major 
League Baseball and the Penn State athletic department.

Newsletter/Communications:
Melanie Formentin (Penn State, mwf5207@psu.edu) is a doctoral student at Penn State 
University. With an interest in strategic communications, corporate social responsibility and 
sports communication, she has dedicated early work to understanding corporate social re-
sponsibility and crisis communication in professional sports. Prior to beginning work at Penn 
State, she spent time working for the NHL’s Tampa Bay Lightning and the University of South 

Florida Humanities Institute.

Erin Ash (Penn State, ema156atpsu@gmail.com) is a doctoral student at Penn State Uni-
versity, where she studies issues related to race and media effects. He master’s thesis ex-
plored virtual environments, specifically video games, as a site for determining individuals’ 
true racial attitudes. She has also examined the effects of anonymity allowed by new media 
on racial representations in sports media, and she has won top student paper awards in the 
newspaper and minorities and communication divisions at the annual AEJMC conference.
 

Grad Student Liaison:
Molly Yanity (Ohio, my151909@ohio.edu) is a doctoral student at Ohio University follow-
ing a lengthy career as a sports writer for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Her master’s work 
focused on coverage of high school athletes and she aims to continue studying sports and 
the sports industry. 

Ashley Furrow (Ohio, ashleyfurrow@gmail.com) is a doctoral student at Ohio University 
where she completed her master’s thesis on “Race and Gender Bias in Editorial and Advertis-
ing Photographs and in Sources in Sports Illustrated Kids, 2000-2009.” She has presented 
her work at a handful of conferences, and previously worked as the sports copy editor for 
papers such as The Gainesville Sun and BleacherReport.com.

Membership/Recruitment:
Ken Fischer (Oklahoma, kfischer@ou.edu) brings a wide range of professional experience 
to his work as a professor at the University of Oklahoma. In addition to working in public 
broadcasting, commercial production and cable television, he has produced documentaries 
and served as a videotape editor for a Los Angeles animation house. His interest in sports 
led him to work in news and radio and television production. He currently works at Oklaho-

ma teaching courses related to video production and television reporting and production.

Lauren Reichart Smith (Auburn University, lms0021@auburn.edu) is an assistant profes-
sor at Auburn University where she studies gender, race, and issues of national identity in 
mediasport. She’s particularly interested in athlete portrayals in media and how technolo-
gies enhance fan experiences, and has presented her work at numerous conferences. Smith 
entered the academy following a career as a television producer in which she received an 
Emmy nomination for her work.

CSW/CSM Liaison:
Danielle Coombs (Kent State, dcoombs@kent.edu) is an assistant professor at Kent State 
University’s School of Journalism and Mass Communication. Her early research focused on 
the political effects of late-night television comedy, and she currently examines the rela-
tionship between sports and community. Through this work, she hopes to look at how soc-
cer contributes to identity construction and how competition can contribute to intercultural 

understanding. She previously worked as a senior research manager for Insight Research Group, and she 
continues to conduct research for clients through her own market research firm, Sarver Research. 
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http://comm.psu.edu/about/centers/john-curley-center-for-sports-journalism/aejmc-interest-group
Check out the Sports IG website:
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At PSU, Sandusky scandal a teaching opportunity

When news of the scandal hit, members of the 
Penn State community knew this was a story that 
would not pass quickly.

Former assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky 
was indicted on dozens of criminal counts related 
to sexual abuse of minors. Two top administrators 
were indicted for perjury. The university president 
and legendary football coach were off the 
hook legally, but their moral involvement 
was questioned.

At Penn State, it seemed like we were 
spectators in the middle of the circus 
ring. After the now infamous statement 
by former president Graham Spanier was 
released—lending “unconditional” support 
to his administrators without mentioning 
the alleged victims—the university went 
silent. And that silence became louder with 
the appearance of every news truck and 
out-of-town reporter.

Looking back, the events that unfolded 
feel like they should have happened during 
the course of weeks, not days. As board of directors 
meetings continued, Joe Paterno tried to announce 
his end-of-season retirement only to end up be-
ing fired with Spanier. There was the “riot” and the 
candlelight vigil. Reporters, photographers and vid-
eographers roamed campus looking for the perfect 
quotes and visuals.

Naturally, emotion began to swell. What I saw 
most was confusion mixed with sadness, anger, 
disgust, disappointment, and even a bit of defiance. 
An image and culture had been shattered and it 
was inevitable there would be more questions than 
answers.

In the face of the ongoing events, the educators 
at Penn State did what they do best—they turned 
what they could into a teachable moment.

Well-known sociology professor Sam Richards saw 
his auditorium fill to the brim with visitors curious 
to hear discussion about the social implications of 
the scandal. Mike Poorman also received visitors to 
his class Joe Paterno: Communications and Media. 
It was easy to walk the hallways and hear rising 
conversation about the state of the university, the 
implications of the scandal and the concern for the 
alleged victims.

In the College of Communications, we were buzz-
ing with mixed feelings of bittersweet opportunity. 
As a strategic communications student—one par-
ticularly interested in crisis communication—I knew 
we needed to study the scandal. And I wasn’t the 
only one. As we started collecting data and brain-
storming ideas, we knew we could use this to learn 

and teach: What good can come of this? How can 
we take this example and highlight ethics and hon-
esty? 

At the ground level, students seemed to need 
reassurance. The College of Communications was 
not only in a unique position because it teaches 
communications and public relations, but it houses 

the John Curley Center for Sports Journal-
ism. And the students in the various sports 
reporting classes were in the thick of scandal 
coverage.

Student-writers for the Daily Collegian 
were being tapped by national news outlets 
for information and sources. They were up 
all night reporting on the announcements, 
the student gatherings, and whatever news 
was trickling out of Old Main. They were get-
ting a taste for reporting that most seasoned 
veterans haven’t experienced.

It was in these moments that the college 
did what it could to communicate with these 
young reporters. The Curley Center hosted a 

town hall meeting in which professors Malcolm Mo-
ran and Associate Dean Marie Hardin spoke with a 
few dozen students. Some relayed tales of mingling 
with professional reporters and others expressed 
confusion about their duties to remain unbiased in 
their coverage.

The Curley Center hosted a second event shortly 
after, featuring a panel discussion among national 
reporters who stood out as some of the top journal-
ists covering the scandal. Christine Brennan of USA 
Today, Jeremy Schaap from ESPN, Jerry Micco of 
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and Penn State gradu-
ates Mark Viera (New York Times) and Sara Ganim 
(The Patriot-News) answered tough questions about 
why they chose what to cover and things they 
chose to say. Although the scandal was discussed, 
the focus was clearly aimed at teaching students 
how to cover and report on stories such as this. 
The question-and-answer portion pushed the event 
toward the two-hour mark, showing the interaction 
was both welcomed and needed.

And it is in these little ways that members of the 
university—as educators—have tried to make the 
most out of an otherwise terrible situation. Noth-
ing can stop the court dates from rolling around, 
but learning can’t stop for a scandal. Instead, it can 
help students learn, and it can serve as a platform 
to teach students about ethics, honesty, journalistic 
integrity, and the various challenges one can face 
as a communications professional. 

Newsletter/
Communication Chair 

Melanie Formentin


